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In our previous eries of studies to investigate the role of evidential reasoning in the 
RUBRIC system for full-text document retrieval, we identified the important role that 
problem structure plays in the overall performance of the system. In this paper, we focus 
on these structural elements and show how explicit consideration of their properties 
reduces what previously were seen as difficult evidential reasoning problems to more 
tractable questions. 
By making a distinction between the semantic structure and the evidential structure of 
the document retrieval problem, we gain a more detailed understanding of the role that 
uncertainty plays in this domain. In particular, we see that uncertainty in the evidential 
structures i  related to the degree of evidence or belief we wish to accumulate given the 
occurrence ofcertain patterns of text. Uncertainty inthe semantic structures, on the other 
hand, is primarily concerned with issues uch as the completeness and coherence of the 
basic structure, and also with the relative preferences among concepts when the structure 
is used for retrieval. In a system in which it is not possible to make these distinctions 
(e.g., the earlier version of RUBRIC) writing rules, assigning weights and defining 
uncertainty calculi becomes increasingly difficult as the rule-base gets larger and the 
various uncertainty concepts intermingle. 
The discussion i  this paper is an attempt to provide support for our conjecture that he 
problem of evidential reasoning is one which is in general to be resolved at the semantic 
level rather than at the syntactic one. We believe that in any given problem it is 
imperative that we develop an understanding of the major reasoning patterns before we 
attempt any formal modeling of the uncertainty. In artificial intelligence systems uch as 
RUBRIC this means that he quality of the reasoning will often be dominated by a proper 
structuring ofthe domain knowledge, rather than by questions about he formal properties 
of the uncertainty calculus. That is not to say, of course, that we should ignore the 
question of uncertainty representation a d manipulation, but only that there may be 
higher-level questions that have more overall significance and whose resolution may 
reduce the representational choices. 
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Definitions and notations with historical references are given for some numerical 
coefficients commonly used to quantify relations among collections of objects for the 
purpose of expressing approximate knowledge and probabilistic reasoning. 
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